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Letter to the Editor

Mental health of medical workers in Pakistan during the pandemic COVID-
19 outbreak

On January 30, 2020, WHO (World Health Organization) an-
nounced the occurrence of the novel coronavirus and declared a PHEIC
(Public Health Emergency of International Concern), which is the sixth
PHEIC under the IHR (International Health Regulations) after H1N1
Influenza (2009), Polio (2014), Ebola in West Africa (2014), Zika
(2016), Ebola in DRC (2019) (Euro-surveillance Editorial, 2020). On
February 11, 2020, novel coronavirus was officially named by WHO as
Corona Virus Disease 2019 – COVID-19. The pandemic not only
brought the high mortality rate from the viral infection but also psy-
chological rest and mental catastrophe to the rest of the world (Xiao,
2020). Such uncertainty and unpredictability of pandemic outbreak of
infectious disease from its clinical presentation, infectious causes, epi-
demiological features, fast transmission pattern, seriousness of public
health impact, novelty, scale, implication for international public
health, and underprepared health facilities to address the pandemic
outbreak of COVID-19 have considerably high potential for psycholo-
gical fear contagion as well and often result in prevalent multitude of
psychological problems such as fear, anxiety, stigma, prejudice, mar-
ginalization towards the disease and its relation of all people ranging
from healthy to at-risk individuals to care-workers (Mak et al., 2009).
Mass quarantine could cause a sense of collective hysteria, fear, and
anxiety in health workers working in hospitals, inpatient and outpatient
care, large tertiary care centers, community based hospitals, primary
care settings, nursing homes, assisted living facilities and all isolation
units. The medical health-care workers who are exposed and in direct
contact with the confirmed and suspected coronavirus cases are vul-
nerable to both high risk infection and mental health problems – wor-
ried, scared, experiencing bereavement and trauma. With the advent of
COVID-19 in Pakistan, medical workers have been under physical and
psychological pressure including high risk of infection, inadequate
equipment for safety from contagion, isolation, exhaustion, and lack of
contact with family. The severity is causing further mental health
problems which not only effect medical workers’ decision making
ability but could also have long term detrimental effect on their overall
well-being. The unremitting stress medical health-care workers is ex-
periencing could trigger psychological issues of anxiety, fear, panic
attacks, posttraumatic stress symptoms, psychological distress, stigma
and avoidance of contact, depressive tendencies, sleep disturbances,
helplessness, interpersonal social isolation from family social support
and concern regarding contagion exposure to their friends and family.
The sudden role reversal from a healthcare provider to the COVID-19
confirmed or suspected patient potentially lead to sense of frustration,
helplessness, and adjustment challenges in healthcare professionals.
Fear of labeling, stigmatization and discrimination potentially impede

healthcare workers intent to seek counselling and psychotherapeutic
interventions (Zheng, 2020). Despite the common mental health pro-
blems and psychosocial issues among healthcare workers in such set-
tings, most health professionals do not often seek or receive a sys-
tematic mental health care (Xiang et al., 2020).

Healthcare workers and professionals’ –who work under high stress
environment – emotional and behavioral responses are naturally
adaptive in the face of extreme (unpredictable and uncertain) stress,
and thus counselling and psychotherapy based on the stress-adaptation
model might act as early and prompt intervention. Addressing the
mental health issues in medical workers is thus important for the better
prevention and control of the pandemic (Banerjee, 2020). Medical
workers usually are rotated within the state’s provinces to care for
confirmed or suspected cases, strengthen logistic support and ease the
pressure on health-care personnel. In such case, online and electronic
media broadcast medical advice on how to prevent the risk of trans-
mission between patients and medical workers in medical setting could
reduce the pressure on medical workers.

A detailed psychological crisis intervention plan should be devel-
oped: a) by building a mental health intervention medical team to
provide online courses for awareness of psychological impact of
stressful events to guide medical workers, b) and a psychological as-
sistance hotline intervention for medical workers to discuss their psy-
chological concerns with the trained and specialized team of mental
health practitioners. Hospitals in this regard should provide frequent
shift-system, guarantee food and living supplies, offer pre-job training
to address identification and responses to psychological issues in pa-
tients, families, and themselves. Moreover, psychological counselors/
counselling psychologists should regularly visit medical workers to
listen to their stories for their catharsis and provide support.

To deal with the secondary mental health problems involved in the
COVID-19 pandemic, urgent psychological crisis intervention model
(PCIM) should be developed and implemented through the medium of
internet technology. This PCIM integrate teams of physicians, psy-
chiatrists, psychologists/mental health practitioners, and social workers
to deliver early psychological intervention to patients, families and
medical staff. Diverse range of measures implemented across various
health-care settings would assist swift, smooth and safer early screening
and intervention and later rehabilitation. Epidemiological data on
mental health consequences, psychological impact, psychiatric mor-
bidity and psychosocial issues with the advent of COVID-19 and their
screening, assessment, control, treatment plans, management, progress
reports, health status updates, prevention and intervention has yet to be
explored to respond to these challenges. This publication marks the
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preliminary initiation of guidance to provide multifaceted mental
health dynamics and psychological intervention of medical workers in
Pakistan.
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